2016 ARGONNE PICNIC

SATURDAY
07/16/2016
10AM-3PM
@ ARGONNE PARK

ATTRACTIONS:
* CLIMBING WALL * EURO BUNGY
* PETTING ZOO * STRIKE-A-LIGHT GAME * MOONWALK / SLIDE COMBO
* POP-A-SHOT * BLUE STREAK
* TRACKLESS TRAIN * INFLATABLE OBSTACLE COURSE / SLIDE COMBO
* INFLATABLE WILD ANIMAL ZOO
* DUNK TANK * BAG GAMES
* COTTON CANDY & SNO-CONES
* PIE WALK ($.50) * BINGO ($.50/GAME/CARD) * FACE PAINTING

SPONSORED BY ABRI CU

OUR GUESTS:
* CHICAGO HERPETOLOGICAL SOCIETY * WAGS 2 WISHES ANIMAL RESCUE * FRANKFORT BRASS BAND
* SOUL MOTION BAND

FOOD FOR PURCHASE:
* HOT DOGS * HAMBURGERS * POP
* CHIPS * POPCORN * WATER

SPONSORED BY: UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO & THE ARGONNE CLUB WWW.ARGONNECLUB.ANL.GOV